Introduction
Understanding the organization of the biosynthetic pathway has been a goal of cell biology for the last few decades (Mellman and Warren, 2000) . However, despite persistent efforts, the principles of operation of this pathway remain unclear. Current research in this area focuses on three different models. One, the vesicular traffic model, envisions that secretory compartments are stable entities and that proteins are transported from each compartment to the next inside small round vesicles. This scheme has dominated the field for the last few decades, and has provided an elegant framework by which to rationalize a wealth of molecular and genetic data (Rothman and Wieland, 1996; Schekman and Orci, 1996) ; however, it has never been validated in vivo, and in recent years it has come under increasing criticism. The second is the progression-maturation scheme, by which cargo remains confined within the lumen of cisternae while cisternae move through the stack by gradually maturing from cis into trans compartments (Bannykh and Balch, 1997; Mironov et al., 1997; Glick and Malhotra, 1998) . The third model (flow through continuities) posits that cargo flows along permanent or transient continuities, connecting successive compartments (Weidman, 1995; Mironov et al., 1997 Mironov et al., , 1998 .
To resolve these uncertainties, we have developed experimental models to study the traffic of large secretory aggregates (Bonfanti et al., 1998) , and a technique integrating dynamic green fluorescent protein (GFP)*-based light microscopy and EM (correlative video light EM) Polishchuk et al., 2000) . Using these approaches, we have previously established that large procollagen (PC)-I aggregates (300-400 nm in length compared with secretory vesicles 65 nm in diameter) traverse the Golgi stack without leaving the lumen of Golgi cisternae. We have also proposed cisternal progression maturation as the most likely mechanism of transport, although other traffic schemes have not been excluded (Bonfanti et al., 1998; Griffiths, 2000) . However, large secretory aggregates are relatively rare and may be restricted to special cells. Most other cargoes are small freely diffusing molecules that could use alternative modes of transport. For instance, it has been hypothesized by us and others Pelham and Rothman, 2000) that, whereas large nondiffusable objects such as PC-I aggregates might be transported by the cisternal maturation mechanism, small molecules able to diffuse freely might move faster through the Golgi via coat protein (COP)I vesicles (Pelham and Rothman, 2000; Volchuk et al., 2000) or transport tubules (Weidman, 1995; Mironov et al., 1997 Mironov et al., , 1998 .
The aim of this study is to determine whether the transport mechanism used by PC-I applies only to supramolecular aggregates, or is a universal mechanism for the majority of the secretory molecules. To address this question, we have developed a set of synchronization protocols and a suitable model system to compare the transport of PC-I and the vesicular stomatitis virus G protein (VSVG), a well-characterized diffusable membrane protein traffic marker (Bergmann, 1989) , in the same cell. Specifically, we have examined two interrelated questions: (a) Are VSVG and PC-I transported at the same or different rates through the Golgi (if they are transported by different mechanisms they should move at different rates)?; and (b) Does VSVG, like PC-I, move through the Golgi without leaving the lumen of cisternae, and hence without a requirement for vesicular carriers? Our collective observations compel us to propose that a single rapid transport mechanism not requiring physical transfer of cargo from Golgi cisterna to cisterna via dissociative carriers accounts for the movement of both PC-I and VSVG through the Golgi complex.
Results

Development of an assay to monitor VSVG and PC-I transport in the same cell
The rate of secretory traffic varies depending on cell type and experimental conditions. Therefore, to compare the transport of VSVG and PC-I, it was necessary to develop (a) a cellular system expressing both cargoes; and (b) a repertoire of conditions allowing us to synchronize the transport of the two cargoes and control their amount and timing of arrival to the Golgi. Human fibroblasts can express and transport both PC-I aggregates and VSVG through the Golgi complex. Human fibroblasts were stimulated to synthesize PC-I and infected with ts045-VSV. After accumulation of both and PC-I and VSVG in the ER at 40ЊC for 3 h, cells were shifted to 32ЊC for 9 min and then fixed, permeabilized with saponin, and prepared for immunofluorescence or fixed and prepared for immuno-EM. (A and B) Immunofluorescent double labeling for VSVG (red) and PC-I (green). Both cargoes localize mostly in the Golgi area. The two labeling patterns are very similar. (C) Immuno-EM labeling of PC-I by the preembedding nanogold gold enhancement technique. An aggregate appears as thick cluster of gold particles in a tangential section of a Golgi cisterna. (D) Immuno-EM labeling of VSVG by the same technique. VSVG is distributed throughout the Golgi membranes, including PC-I-containing distensions. Many typical cisternal distensions (*) are seen within the Golgi ribbon (arrows). (E-H) Synchronization protocols. (E) Pulse protocols: cells were kept at 32ЊC in the presence of AA (50 g/ml) for 3 h, shifted to 40ЊC for 3 h (in some experiments 1-2 h), and then shifted to 15ЊC for 2 h (large pulse), 45 min (intermediate pulse), or 15 min (small pulse), and finally shifted back to 40ЊC. (F) ER accumulation-chase: cells were kept at 40ЊC for 3 h in the absence of AA, and then shifted to 32ЊC in the presence of AA. (G) ER accumulation-pulse: same as for ER accumulationchase except that cells were shifted back to 40ЊC after 5 min at 32ЊC. Human fibroblasts are flat and suitable for morphological transport assays. When kept in growth medium (10% FCS) they synthesize PC-I in low amounts, but can be switched into a more differentiated PC-I-producing state by replacing 10% fetal calf serum with 1% adult calf serum for 3-10 h. Under the latter conditions, their rate of PC-I secretion is comparable to that of other "professional" PC-I secretors (Bonfanti et al., 1998) . When infected with VSV at low concentrations for short incubation times (see Materials and methods), they express measurable amounts of the VSVG without significantly losing expression of PC-I (Fig. 1, A-D) . They can also be transfected with VSVG or VSVG-GFP by electroporation. Thus, they are suitable for studies of dual PC-I and VSVG cargo transport.
Synchronization of PC-I and VSVG transport was achieved by controlling the exit of both cargoes from the ER and the intermediate compartment (IC) . To inhibit the exit of VSVG from the ER, we used the temperature-sensitive variant of VSVG (tsVSVG, produced by the ts045-VSV viral strain), which does not fold and accumulates in the ER at 40 Њ C. Because tsVSVG was used in all experiments involving VSVG (see Materials and methods), it will henceforth be referred to simply as VSVG. The block of VSVG in the ER can be reverted by shifting the temperature to 32 Њ C or lower (Bergmann, 1989) . To prevent the exit of PC-I from the ER, one can deprive the medium of ascorbic acid (AA), as AA is an essential cofactor of prolyl-hydroxylase and PC-I does not fold if its prolines are insufficiently hydroxylated (Harwood et al., 1976) , and/or add the inhibitor of prolyl- Figure 2 . PC-I and VSVG are transported through the Golgi complex at indistinguishable rates. Human fibroblasts were subjected to different synchronization protocols (see below), fixed at the times indicated in the figure after release of the temperature block, and then double immunolabeled for PC-I and VSVG. For the sake of space, in most panels the two colors are presented only in the merged form. (A-I) Large-pulse protocol. (L-N) Small-pulse protocol. The inset in panel I shows labeling for VSVG on the membrane surface (labeled without permeabilization with an antibody against the lumenal epitope). The colocalization between PC-I and VSVG was significant at all time points. (O-R) Quantification and time course of the passage of VSVG and through the Golgi under the large-, small-, and intermediatepulse, and exiting-wave protocols. The values were obtained by measuring the average fluorescence intensities (in arbitrary units) of each cargo in the Golgi area and in the nuclear envelope (ER, with average fluorescence of 1). The differences between the Golgi and the ER values for each cargo were then calculated and plotted as a function of time. Clearly, this difference (Golgi minus ER) increases as cargoes exit the ER and enter the Golgi, and then it decreases when the cargoes exit the Golgi for the plasma membrane. The average transit time of the cargoes through the Golgi area is defined as the lag (indicated by the discontinuous line in O and Q) between the half time of the rising phase and that of the decay phase. The transit time was ‫02ف‬ min for the large-pulse, and 8-10 min for the small-and intermediate-pulse protocols. The cargo clearance time from the Golgi under the exiting-wave protocol is defined as the lag between the start of the 40ЊC block and the half time of the decay phase of the curve (R); it was ‫8-7ف‬ min. It is apparent that VSVG and PC-I move simultaneously through the Golgi area under all the protocols, whereas the rate of traffic differs between protocols. Each value represents the average of 7-15 independent measurements from at least three different experiments. The SDs did not exceed 15% of the mean. Bar, 10 m. hydroxylation 2,2-dipyridyl (DPD) (Bonfanti et al., 1998) . Additionally, the PC-I folding block can be enhanced by high temperatures (e.g., 40 Њ C) (Bruckner and Eikenberry, 1984) . The PC-I retention in the ER can be rapidly reversed by adding AA to the medium and downshifting the temperature. The traffic of both VSVG and PC-I can also be stopped by immobilizing the IC near the ER at 15 Њ C (Kuismanen and Saraste, 1989) , and this block can be released by upshifting the temperature.
By combining these two traffic blocks and varying their sequence and duration, a number of synchronization protocols can be developed to manipulate the amount and timing of the arrival of cargo in the Golgi ribbon; there are three main protocols (scheme in Fig. 1 ). One type was designed to generate a short "pulse" of secretory material impinging on the Golgi complex. This was achieved by accumulating PC-I and VSVG in the ER at 40 Њ C without AA, letting them pass in the IC (at 15 Њ C with AA), and then shifting the temperature back to 40 Њ C (and removing AA) to release the exit block from the IC and, at the same time, reinstate the exit block from the ER. For brevity, as AA is always absent during the 40 Њ C block and present at lower temperatures, AA will henceforth not be specifically mentioned. Note that once PC-I and VSVG have moved out of the ER, they maintain their folding and are transported normally at 40 Њ C (Bruckner and Eikenberry, 1984; Lyles and McKenzie, 1998) . In contrast, if they are still in the ER, they can rapidly unfold upon shifting the temperature back to 40 Њ C, and can be retained in this organelle (Bruckner and Eikenberry, 1984; Lyles and McKenzie, 1998) ; this results in a very rapid exit block from the ER. A useful feature of the pulse scheme is that the size of the pulse (amount of cargo) can be controlled by varying the length of the blocks. For instance, by accumulating a large amount of cargo in the ER and then trapping most of it in the IC with a long 15 Њ C block, one creates a large pool of cargo ready to be released from the IC Figure 3 . PC-I and VSVG move through the main Golgi subcompartments (cis-, medial-, and trans-TGN) at indistinguishable rates. Human fibroblasts were fixed at steady state (A-C) or subjected to the small-pulse protocol and fixed at various times after release of the 15ЊC block (D-N).
(A-C) Golgi areas stained for GM130 (A, red) and TGN (B, green); the merged image is shown in C. Note that the patterns of two colors appear very similar in (A) and (B), but they clearly do not overlap (C). (D-N) Cells subjected to the small-pulse protocol were fixed at the times indicated in the figure after releasing the 15ЊC block and double labeled for VSVG and GM130 (D, G, and L), VSVG and GT (E, H, and M), or VSVG and TGN (F, I, and N) . VSVG is red and GM130, GT, and TGN are green. At time 0, VSVG localized in peripheral spots (IC elements) and did not overlap with the Golgi markers (unpublished data). At 3.5 min, VSVG colocalized with GM130 (D) but not with GT (E) and TGN46 (F). Later (7 min), VSVG lost colocalization with GM130 (G) acquired colocalization with GT (H), and did not colocalize with TGN46 (I). into the Golgi. In contrast, 15 Њ C blocks of a shorter or intermediate length provide smaller pools of cargo in the IC ready to move onward. This is important because the size of the pulse affects the traffic behavior of the Golgi (see below). We call these protocols large-, intermediate-, and smallpulse schemes, respectively. A second protocol was designed to accumulate unfolded cargo in the ER at 40°C, and then let it fold and exit from this organelle synchronously at 32 Њ C; it has been widely used in the literature. We call this ER accumulation-chase protocol. A pulsed variation of this is obtained by reinstating the ER exit block after a short period of release at 32 Њ C (ER accumulation-pulse). A third protocol was designed to let traffic reach a steady state at 32 Њ C, suddenly block the exit of cargo from the ER by shifting the temperature to 40 Њ C, and monitor the exit of cargo from the Golgi; we call this exiting-wave protocol. Using these schemes (Fig. 1) , we have addressed three interrelated issues: (a) Do PC-I and VSVG move at the same or different rates through the Golgi?; (b) Do PC-I and VSVG physically pass from one cisterna to the next cisterna or remain always in the same cisterna while transiting through the stack?; and (3) Do PC-I and VSVG enter dissociative vesicular carriers to traverse the Golgi complex?
PC-I and VSVG traverse the Golgi complex at fast indistinguishable rates under different experimental conditions
First, we used the large-pulse protocol, which results in a large buildup of PC-I and VSVG in the IC. Fig. 2 shows by immunofluorescence that when the cells were shifted from 40 to 15 Њ C, both cargoes exited the ER and, after 2 h, were present in numerous bright spots (IC elements) distributed throughout the cytoplasm. PC-I and VSVG exhibited a good degree of overlap in these structures. When the temperature was shifted back to 40 Њ C, the distribution of both proteins in the IC began to change 3-4 min later: PC-I and VSVG came closer to the Golgi, and at 4-5 min they had reached the Golgi area (identified by the bona fide Golgi marker giantin, unpublished data) where they resided for an average of 20 min (transit time, legend to Fig. 2 ). Finally, both cargoes exited the Golgi together in distinct spots, probably representing post-Golgi carriers, in which they colocalized. (Fig. 2, A-I) . Thus, the rates of passage of PC-I and VSVG through the secretory system were indistinguishable.
The amount of cargo reaching the Golgi per unit time in this experiment is probably much larger than during physiological traffic. To examine the behavior of the transport pathway under conditions closer to normal, we used the small-pulse protocol in which the accumulation of cargo in the IC is reduced but still sufficient to allow the formation of visible cargo-containing IC elements (scheme in Fig. 1 ). In spite of some fluorescence background due to cargo remaining in the ER, it was clear that, after release of the 15 Њ C block, PC-I and VSVG colocalized and reached the Golgi simultaneously within 3-4 min, resided in the Golgi area for ‫ف‬ 8 min (transit time, legend to Fig. 2 ), and then left it, again simultaneously ( Fig. 2, L-N) . Thus, the movements of PC-I and VSVG could not be dissociated, even using this protocol. Notably, the cargoes in the Golgi area were discontinuously distributed in 10-30 discrete fluorescent spots of variable intensities ( Fig. 3 and see Fig. 8 ). Also, interestingly, the transit time of the two cargoes through the Golgi area was shorter than when using the large-pulse protocol (8 vs. 20 min; quantification in Fig. 2 , O and Q), suggesting that the transport behavior of the Golgi is influenced by the amount of cargo processed per unit time. This cargo effect is being analyzed separately.
The other three protocols (ER accumulation-chase, exiting-wave, and intermediate-pulse) were used to compare the traffic rates of VSVG and PC-I. Again, the behavior of the two cargoes could not be distinguished (quantification in Fig. 2 , O-R). Of note is that the clearance time of both cargoes in the exiting-wave protocol was ‫ف‬ 8 min or less (Fig. 2  R) , similar to the residence time seen using the small-pulse protocol. Because under the exiting-wave scheme transport proceeds at steady state until exit from the ER is blocked, and the Golgi does not experience the potentially perturbing pulse of cargo to which it is subjected in other protocols, 8 min should represent the through-Golgi transit time at steady state at 40 Њ C.
To compare the traffic of PC-I and VSVG in a quantitative fashion, the fractions of the cargoes present in the Golgi area at each time point were measured (legend to Fig. 2 ) and plotted. Fig. 2 , O-R, visually renders the strikingly parallelism of the traffic of PC-I and VSVG through the Golgi under all the synchronization protocols.
Because the Golgi area contains diverse structures, we next analyzed the progression of the two cargoes through the main Golgi subcompartments, namely the cis-Golgi network (CGN), the stack, and the trans-Golgi network (TGN), by relating the localization of PC-I and VSVG to the known markers of these compartments, the Golgi matrix protein (GM)130, galactosyl-transferase (GT), and TGN46. This is possible by immunofluorescence microscopy in these cells, as can be seen in Fig. 3 , A-C, most likely because the noncisternal components of the CGN and TGN extend sufficiently far from the side of the stack (as can be appreciated by inspecting their ultrastructure; unpublished data) to allow for partial resolution of these three compartments at the light microscopy level. The small-pulse protocol was again used for these experiments. Both cargoes reached the Golgi area 3-4 min after release of the block. At this time, their colocalization with GM130 was good, with GT poor, and with TGN-46 nearly absent, indicating that they resided in the CGN. During the next 2-3 min, the overlap of the cargoes with GM130 decreased and that with GT increased, indicating that cargo transfer into the stacks was taking place. PC-I and VSVG then remained in the GT zone until ‫ف‬ 10 min, and finally shifted toward the TGN (judging from colocalization with TGN-46) where they remained until released from the Golgi in post-TGN carriers (Fig. 3, D-N) . Thus, three stages of traffic in the Golgi area can be distinguished, throughout which PC-I and VSVG colocalize nearly perfectly (see below) and transit together at the same rates. The degree of overlap of each of the two cargoes with the markers of the three Golgi subcompartments during passage through the Golgi can be quantified. The results (Fig.  3 , O-Q) underscore once again the remarkable coupling between the movements of the two cargoes, and confirm with a high degree of precision that VSVG and PC-I move together through the transport pathway. Similar results were obtained, with higher spatial resolution, in immuno-EM experiments (see Figs. 5 and 6 and related text).
Notably, in the experiments in Figs. 2, L-N, and 3, the cargoes were not homogeneously distributed through the Golgi ribbon, rather, they were restricted to 10-30 discrete fluorescent spots (always containing both PC-I and VSVG; unpublished data) of variable intensity and apparent size between 1 and 2 microns scattered throughout the ribbon, whereas a large fraction of the Golgi area was empty of cargo. The significance of these unexpected observations is discussed further below (see Figs. 5 and 8, related text, and Discussion).
Finally, we examined whether PC-I and VSVG might be physically linked in some way (e.g., via a lumenal matrix) or might somehow mutually influence each other's movements in these cells. To this end, the traffic rates of the two cargoes were studied in human fibroblasts expressing either only PC-I or only VSVG (the latter condition was obtained by shutting down PC-I synthesis by keeping the cells in 10% FCS). The progression of each of the two cargoes through the Golgi occurred at rates very similar to those seen when they were expressed together (i.e., with an average intraGolgi transit times of 8-10 min for both) (unpublished data). Also, when the same experiment was repeated looking at VSVG in COS-7 cells, the same intra-Golgi transit time was observed (unpublished data).
PC-I aggregates traverse the Golgi without leaving the cisternae in megavesicles PC-I has been reported to move along the secretory system without dissociating from cisternae (Bonfanti et al., 1998) . However, because another type of secretory aggregates has been seen in containers (called megavesicles, 300-400 nm in diameter) adjacent to, but physically separate from, Golgi cisternae (Volchuk et al., 2000) , we decided to reverify our previous proposition using new approaches. In our previous experiments, we had used standard fixation techniques for EM. Chemical fixation, albeit validated in countless experiments, is always a potential source of artifacts. For instance, in theory, if PC-I-containing megavesicles exist, they might be made to fuse with neighboring cisternae by the fixatives. This would mask evidence for their existence. To overcome this problem, we used ultrafast cryofixation, a virtually artifact-free method (Erk et al., 1998) , and a synchronization protocol ensuring a high flux of PC-I, and therefore a large number of PC-I aggregates moving through the Golgi stacks. Both the ER accumulation-chase and the large-pulse protocols were used. Under both conditions, 6-8 min after release of the temperature block, all of the stacks exhibited numerous PC-I aggregate-containing distensions. Cryofixed cells were serial sectioned to establish the 3-D structure of these aggregates. Out of 120 distensions observed, none was found to be disconnected from the Golgi cisternae, either in thick sections (250 nm) subjected to electron tomography Figure 4 . PC-I-containing distensions never dissociate from Golgi cisternae during intra-Golgi traffic. Human fibroblasts were subjected to the large ER accumulation-chase protocol (or to the large-pulse protocol) and fast frozen (A-F) or treated with NEM to inhibit vesicle fusion (G-I). (A-F) 9 min after the shift to 32ЊC, the cells were fixed by ultra-fast freezing, and then cryosubstituted and embedded into Epon 812. Thick (250 nm) sections of Golgi cisternae were cut, prepared for electron microscopic tomography, and virtual 2-3-nm slices (A-C) were extracted from the tomograms using the IMOD software (Ladinsky et al., 1999) . The 3-D reconstruction and surface rendering of the cisternae (yellow) and distensions (red) were performed using the SURFdriver program. The same structure is shown in two orientations (D and F). The image in F was chosen to show a pore in the cisterna which generates the impression of discontinuity between distension and cisterna in one of the virtual sections (arrow). Serial thin (50 nm) sections of Golgi cisternae were cut and used to reconstruct the image in E. (G-I) NEM treatment. 7 min after releasing the temperature block, cells were placed on ice, and medium with (H and I) or without (G) NEM (100 M) was added for 15 min. After washing on ice, cells were shifted to 40ЊC again for an additional 3 min, and then fixed and prepared for EM. Tangential section of a cisterna with surrounding vesicles in a control cell (G). Tangential section of a cisterna in a NEM-treated cell; vesicular profiles are much more numerous (three-to fourfold) than in controls (H). PC-I distension connected with a cisternae in a NEMtreated cell (I). *, PC-I-containing distensions. Bar: (A and C-E) 150 nm; (F) 100 nm; (G and H) 300 nm; (I) 200 nm. (Koster et al., 1997; Ladinsky et al., 1999) or in traditional thin sections. Fig. 4 , D-F shows representative 3-D reconstructions of PC-I-containing distensions illustrating the above conclusion.
Another potential reason for failing to observe the hypothetical PC-I megavesicles is that these structures might be too transient to be seen with our previous experimental set up. Given the high number of PC-I aggregates sectioned to date in this and previous work (Bonfanti et al., 1998) , this seems very unlikely. Regardless, we reasoned that if PC-I megavesicles normally form but fuse immediately with the acceptor cisterna, they should accumulate, and hence become detectable, if fusion is inhibited. The protein NSF is essential in the known pathways of Golgi membrane fusion (including fusion of COPI vesicles to Golgi cisternae), and can be relatively selectively inactivated by the reagent N -ethylmaleimide (NEM) under controlled conditions (Malhotra et al., 1988) . Cells were treated with NEM just after PC-I had reached the Golgi stack, and fixed 3-5 min later. To verify the efficacy of this treatment, we counted the number of COPI-dependent vesicles after exposure to NEM (because NEM does not block vesicle formation, vesicles should accumulate in cells treated with this drug) (Malhotra et al., 1988) . As expected, round profiles with the appearance expected for COPI vesicles increased in number to levels threefold higher than basal values, confirming that NEM had inhibited vesicle fusion. Yet, when PC-I-containing distensions were examined, they were again found to be always connected to cisternae, further indicating that these structures never dissociate, even transiently (Fig. 4, G-I) .
As shown above, PC-I traverses the Golgi relatively rapidly, with an average of time of 8-10 min. This is seemingly dissimilar from previous measurements in chick embryo fibroblasts (Bonfanti et al., 1998) , indicating that although 50-60% of the PC-I aggregates exit the cis-Golgi in 10 min, a significant fraction of PC-I remains in the Golgi for Ͼ 1 h. This might suggest the existence of two phases in the efflux of PC-I from the Golgi, one fast and one slow. Based on this data, Volchuk et al. (2000) have hypothesized that the traffic of PC-I is a relatively slow process. However, upon reinvestigating our previous experimental conditions, we found that the slow second phase was only apparent, and, in fact, simply reflected the fact that, under the conditions used in those experiments, PC-I aggregates, after a first rapid decrease, reached a plateau which lasted for several hours and was relatively high (25-30% of the basal levels; unpublished data). This plateau might have generated the impression of a very slow PC-I clearance from the Golgi. However, it was instead due to the fact that the hydroxylation/folding block induced by the PC-I prolyl-hydroxylase inhibitor DPD (Bonfanti et al., 1998) and the consequent exit block from the ER, were partially "leaky." As a result, although PC-I aggregates exited the Golgi at normal speed, they were continuously replaced by PC-I escaping the block. This was confirmed by the finding that in further experiments where the hydroxylation blocker DPD was used at higher concentrations, no such plateau was observed, and PC-I exited the Golgi at a uniformly fast rate (unpublished data). Higher DPD doses had not been used routinely in our previous experiments because they were close to the threshold for toxicity. Our present protocols in human fibroblasts are not affected by this drawback (the folding block is achieved by withdrawal of AA and high temperature, a nontoxic condition) and we observe monophasic rapid PC-I traffic rates. In line with our present measurements, previous studies (Cho and Garant, 1981; Leblond, 1989 ) based on radiolabeling and autoradiography report an average residence time of PC-I in the Golgi complex in the 10-20-min range.
VSVG molecules traverse the stack without physically passing form cisterna to cisterna and without entering Golgi vesicles The observation that VSVG and PC-I travel at indistinguishable rates (therefore presumably by the same transport mechanism) suggests that VSVG, like PC-I, does not need enter dissociative vesicular carriers for intra-Golgi traffic. To verify this proposition, we designed a strategy to visually isolate a pool of VSVG located in a single Golgi cisterna, and then examined how this VSVG pool moves onward during intra-Golgi transit. This can be achieved by delivering the smallest possible synchronized load of VSVG to the Golgi complex, again by using the small-pulse protocol. If the pulse is sufficiently short-lasting and small, the VSVG, independently of its mode of entry in the Golgi, should be incorporated in only one cis-Golgi cisterna, at least in some of the stacks. Later, when the pulse is exhausted, incoming IC elements will be devoid of VSVG. If this scheme works, at least two scenarios are possible, and will be considered in this section. One is that VSVG moves continuously from cisterna to cisterna via vesicles (vesicular traffic). This should result in two observations: (a) VSVG should appear to diffuse from the starting cisterna onward, creating a gradient of cargo through the stack; and (b) VSVG should be enriched, or at least not depleted, in the Golgi carrier vesicles (this is the most reasonable prediction under this model; see Discussion). In contrast, in the second scenario (PC-I-like traffic), VSVG should (a) remain in the cisterna in which it had been incorporated in the first place, as the cisterna moves onward; and (b) Golgi vesicles should be depleted of VSVG. A third possibility (flow of cargo via dynamic continuities between heterologous cisterna) will be treated separately (see Discussion).
The first question, Does VSVG remain within a single cisterna or does it equilibrate through the stack by passing from cisterna to cisterna during transit?, was addressed in the experiments in Fig. 5 . Panels A-E show the progression of VSVG through the stack by immunogold labeling. These experiments were carried out in both human fibroblasts and COS-7 cells, with similar results. At time 0, the stacks were empty and VSVG was in small clusters of convoluted tubules with the morphology of IC elements (unpublished data). 3 min later, VSVG was in IC elements in the vicinity of the Golgi and in a flattened reticular cisterna at one pole of the stack (Fig. 5 A) . Both of these structures labeled for the cis-Golgi marker GM130. Later, between minutes 4 and 9, VSVG moved through the stack (Fig. 3) . This is the period during which the distribution of VSVG is expected to differentiate between intra-Golgi traffic mechanisms. At 7 min, the localization pattern of VSVG was striking. In a substantial fraction of the stacks ( ‫ف‬ 30-40%), VSVG was re-stricted to one (sometimes two) cisternae, located near the center of the stack (made up of four to five cisternae), with the adjacent proximal and distal cisternae completely devoid of label (Fig. 5 B) . In some stacks, VSVG had already reached the trans-Golgi pole at this time, as indicated by its colocalization with GT, but the two to three cis-most cisterna were devoid of VSVG (Fig. 5 C) . Thus, at least in numerous stacks, cargo does not seem to equilibrate throughout the stacked cisternae during transit. Other stacks ( ‫ف‬ 30%) were completely empty of label, and the rest contained more than two labeled cisternae (three or four), or were labeled throughout (unpublished data). All of the these populations of stacks were present in the same cell. The possible origin of the above different VSVG labeling patterns is discussed below. Later, at 11 min, a fraction of the VSVGcontaining cisternae had reached the TGN (as judged from colocalization with the TGN46) (Fig. 5 D) , but some VSVG still resided in TGN46-negative and GT-positive cisternae, and at 15 min, the TGN was nearly depleted of cargo, presumably as a consequence of transport to the plasmalemma (Fig. 5 E) . When this experiment was repeated using the immunoperoxidase technique (able to detect lower concentrations of antigen) , the same overall time course and labeling pattern were observed. Fig.  5 , F-G, shows examples of stacks fixed and labeled during intra-Golgi transit, at min 7. Again, only one or two cisternae appeared to be labeled at the center of the stack. In conclusion, using appropriate conditions, a significant fraction of the stacks can indeed be made to receive a sharp and limited (in time and intensity) input of VSVG. This pool of VSVG appears to progress in the cis to trans direction without equilibrating across the stack, and thus, presumably, without gradual physical transfer from cisterna to cisterna.
An additional use of these data was to assess the rate of progression of cargo through the stack by measuring the degree of colocalization of VSVG with Golgi markers. At 3 min, Ͼ 70% of VSVG colocalized with GM130, at 7 min with GT, and at 11 with TGN46 (unpublished data), in agreement with the rate determined by immunofluorescence (Fig. 3) . Also, the time course of transport of PC-I aggregates was followed by immuno-EM, and found to be indistinguishable from that of VSVG (Fig. 6 ). The only difference was that PC-I was present in the cisternae in its usual aggregated form, whereas VSVG was distributed homogeneously along the length of the cisterna (Fig. 1 D) . Of note is that the membrane surrounding PC-I-containing distensions contained also the Golgi enzyme GT (Fig. 6 B) . Finally, to examine whether the two cargoes precisely comigrate through the Golgi, double labeling for VSVG and PC-I was carried out 7 min after release of the temperature block. The cargoes colocalized closely, as illustrated in Fig. 6 D, in line with the immunofluorescence shown in Figs. 2 and 3 . This colocalization was then quantified. This requires serial sections because VSVG prefers to localize on the flat portion of the cisterna than on PC-I distensions, and hence the two cargoes are often not found in the same section. Preembedded samples nanogold labeled for VSVG were serial sectioned. PC-I distensions and VSVG colocalized in ‫ف‬ 80% of the cases (unpublished data). Presumably, the remaining 20% reflect arrival of the two cargoes in separate IC carriers.
The second question in this section is whether VSVG is excluded from Golgi vesicles during intra-Golgi traffic. Al- Figure 5 . VSVG transits through the Golgi without equilibrating across the stack, i.e., while remaining in the same cisterna. Human fibroblasts and COS-7 cells were subjected to the small-pulse protocol, fixed at the times indicated below after release of the 15ЊC block, and prepared for immunogold labeling for VSVG (10-nm particles), and the Golgi markers GM130, GT, and TGN46 (5-nm particles). Before the shift, VSVG did not colocalize with Golgi markers (unpublished data). 3 min after the shift (A), VSVG colocalized with GM130; 7 min after the shift, VSVG was located in one or two cisternae at the center of the stack (B) flanked by unlabeled cisternae, or colocalized with GT in trans cisternae (C) but not with GM130 (unpublished data). Note that the cis cisternae were not labeled. 11 min after the shift, VSVG colocalized with TGN46 (D). After 15 min, VSVG had left the stack (E). (F and G) Cells were fixed at 7 min and labeled by the immunoperoxidase technique. The ER accumulation-pulse protocol was used in the experiments in F and G. though VSVG has been found in COPI vesicles at concentrations comparable to those in cisternae (Orci et al., 1986 (Orci et al., , 1993 in in vitro Golgi preparations, to our knowledge, analogous data in living cells have not been reported thus far. For this analysis we used not only the small-pulse (Fig.  5) , but also the large-pulse and the ER accumulation-chase protocols, which generate higher fluxes of membrane and cargo through the Golgi. Cells (both fibroblasts and COS-7 cells) were fixed 8-9 min after release of the temperature block, i.e., when the flux through the stack is high. The analysis was limited to the vesicular profiles adjacent (lateral) to labeled cisternae (see Materials and methods). We assume that these profiles represent bona fide vesicles based on published evidence, including EM tomography data by Marsh et al. (2001) indicating that vesicles represent a major fraction of the round profiles in the vicinity of cisternae, and data of Orci et al. (1997) , showing that most of these profiles are COPI coated. These vesicles can in principle derive from Golgi cisternae or from neighboring IC elements. To distinguish their origin, we labeled them for the IC marker GM130 (Marra et al., 2001 ). None of the vesicles was labeled, ruling out the IC as their source and indicating that they derive from the Golgi stack. Cells were then labeled for VSVG to determine its level in the Golgi vesicles. Several labeling methods were used to avoid systematic artifacts. First, we used the cryoimmunogold technique and an antibody against a lumenal VSVG epitope. The Golgi stacks were abundantly labeled, whereas only a few gold particles were found in the neighboring vesicular profiles (Fig. 7, A  and B) . Morphometry showed that the density of particles was sixfold lower in vesicular profiles than in adjacent cisternae (Table I ). The density ratio between the two structures was not affected by the level of expression of VSVG, which varied up to threefold between different cells (unpublished data). To rule out the possibility that the lumenal VSVG antigen in vesicles might be masked by lumenal proteins or might be less accessible than in cisternae because of geometry factors, we next used an antibody against a cytosolic VSVG epitope. The ratio between cisternal and vesicular labeling densities remained close to six (unpublished data). The same experiment (using the cytosolic epitope) was then repeated using the preembedding nanogold gold enhance technique, in which the problems of epitope accessibility are different than those encountered in cryogold labeling. Under these conditions, the ratio was close to eight (Fig. 7 C ; Table I ). The preembedding immunoperoxidase technique using an antibody against the lumenal VSVG epitope was also applied. The results in panel 7 D (tangential semithick section of a cisterna) again show intense labeling in cisternae but no labeling in vesicular profiles. Finally, we used another antigen and a radically different approach. Cells were transfected with secretory soluble HRP (ssHRP) (Connolly et al., 1994) , whose detection is free of all the problems related to the access of antibody to epitope, and fixed at steady state (ssHRP cannot be synchronized). Cells were fixed and subjected to the HRP reaction procedure. Once again, vesicular profiles were depleted of cargo, i.e., unstained, whereas most of the cisternae were stained, often intensely (Fig. 7, E and F) , indicating that secretory HRP is much less concentrated in vesicles than in cisternae. In summary, by using a variety of labeling techniques, we find that small diffusible secretory proteins are depleted in Golgi vesicles as compared with the stack. Human fibroblasts were subjected to the small-pulse protocol, fixed at the times indicated below after release of the 15ЊC block, and prepared for immunogold labeling for PC-I (10-nm particles in A-C, 5-nm particles in D), VSVG (10-nm particles in D) and the Golgi markers GM130, GT, and TGN46 (5-nm particles). 3 min after the shift (A), VSVG colocalized with GM130; 7 min after the shift, VSVG colocalized with GT (B) but not with GM130 (C). Note that GT is present in the membrane surrounding the aggregate As noted above, not all stacks in the same cell are labeled in one to two cisternae during intra-Golgi traffic. Some are empty and some contain cargo in more than two cisternae. The simplest interpretation of this heterogeneity is that different stacks receive different numbers of labeled IC elements, for different lengths of time. Stacks containing only one or two labeled cisterna may have received very few and simultaneous inputs from the IC, those labeled in many cisternae have incorporated several IC elements over a few minutes, and the empty stacks have received no cargo. A corollary of this is that, under the small-pulse conditions, the stacks should not exchange VSVG freely along the ribbon, otherwise they would present similar labeling patterns. Because this possibility is relevant in discriminating between traffic mechanisms (see Discussion), we sought to verify it in GFP-based experiments in living cells. Both human fibroblasts and COS-7 cells were transfected with VSVG-GFP, subjected to the small-pulse protocol, and examined from minutes 6 to 12 after releasing the temperature block (i.e., while VSVG is traversing the stack). VSVG-GFP was localized in 10-30 discrete elongated spots of variable intensity and with an apparent length of 1-2 microns (Fig. 8, A-E) . If cells are fixed and stained for a Golgi marker, it appears that the spots fill only part of the ribbon (Fig. 8, H-M) . These spots are identical to those shown before in Figs. 2 and 3 . Correlative video light EM shows that these spots represent VSVG-GFP within cisternae of individual stacks (Fig. 8,  F-G) . To examine whether the VSVG-carrying stacks could exchange VSVG, we photobleached half of the Golgi area and examined the recovery of fluorescence (LippincottSchwartz et al., 2000) . No recovery was observed (Fig. 8, D-E ; Video 1, available at http://www.jcb.org/cgi/content/full/ jcb.200108073/DC1). Thus, these results are in line with the EM data and confirm that, under the small-pulse protocol, stacks do not exchange VSVG, at least over the time scale of intra-Golgi traffic. Importantly, the restricted mobility of VSVG was not due to the fact that the stacks are physically isolated from each other, because analogous experiments with GT-GFP showed that this enzyme have a normal ribbon-like distribution and recovers fluorescence after photobleaching (unpublished data). An implication of these data is that VSVG partitions between connected Golgi domains. We are not aware of published observations of this type, possibly because previous investigators have generally used large cargo load protocols that induce a diffuse cargo distribution overlapping with that of Golgi markers. A full analysis of these results would be beyond the scope of this paper and will be pursued separately.
Discussion
Kinetic and mechanistic evidence for a single transport mechanism for PC-I and VSVG The kinetic argument for a single mode of transport is based on the notion that the rate of traffic, although influenced by numerous variables, is a function of the underlying mechanism Pelham and Rothman, 2000) . Hence, the fact that PC-I and VSVG transit through the Golgi together under different conditions, indicates that the two cargoes move by a single process. The mechanistic evidence supports the same conclusion: neither VSVG nor PC-I need to leave the lumen of cisternae via vesicular carriers to transit through the Golgi, confirming that the two proteins use the same mode of traffic.
With regard to PC-I, this point was established by 3-D reconstructions of Golgi PC-I aggregates, showing that they always reside within the cisternal lumen. As noted before, these findings differ from those of Volchuk at al. (2000) , who observed the presence of the large artificial FK506-binding protein (FKBP)-containing secretory aggregates in megavesicles flanking the stack during cargo progression. This difference can be explained in at least two ways. On the one hand, there is no conceptual obstacle to thinking that different cargoes might use different secretory mechanisms (Mironov et al., 1997) ; FKBP-containing aggregates might enter large vesicles whereas others (PC-I) may not, for reasons still to be understood. On the other hand, it should be considered that the presence of FKBP-containing megavesicles in the vicinity of Golgi stacks does not represent proof that these structures function as intra-Golgi transport intermediates. Given the experimental design by which megavesicles were observed, which involves a block at 15ЊC, and therefore the accumulation of aggregates in the IC, a possible explanation for the appearance of these structures near the cisternae is that they might be aggregate-containing IC elements approaching the edge of the Golgi stack after release of the temperature block (in keeping with our observation that IC membranes often reach the stack from its side). PC-I cannot give rise to IC-derived megavesicles because it This cell was fixed 7 min after releasing the 15ЊC block and prepared for correlative video light EM using the nanogold gold enhancement method. The region at the center of the white square in (F) was analyzed (it corresponds to the square is the area enlarged in G). As can be seen in G, the spot represents a stack containing VSVG-GFP in a central cisterna (large white square) Arrowheads indicate nuclear pores. (H-M) Cells were treated as for the experiment in panels B and C and observed at 4 min; (H) Image before bleaching; (I) 7 min; (L) 11 min after releasing the temperature block. At 11 min (when some of the spots were starting to leave the Golgi area) it was fixed an stained for TGN46 (red) and VSVG (green) (M). Many of the spots colocalize with the ribbon, whereas others are probably moving out. Bar: (A-E and H-M) 15 m; (F) 8 m; (G) 300 nm.
reaches the Golgi as separate trimers, and coalesces into visible aggregates only after entering the lumen of the cis cisterna (Cho and Garant, 1981; Leblond, 1989) .
Regarding VSVG, the conclusion that it moves, like PC-I, through the Golgi without a need for anterograde dissociative carriers, rests on two complementary lines of evidence. First, at least under small-pulse conditions, VSVG can be shown to traverse the stack while remaining confined within only one or two cisternae. The simplest interpretation of this is that transport can occur without involving gradual physical transfer of VSVG from cisterna to cisterna, otherwise it would be accompanied by the formation of a VSVG gradient across the stack (an alternative theoretical possibility may be that all of the VSVG molecules in one cisterna would simultaneously transfer into the next, but this mechanism appears far fetched at present). Second, Golgi vesicles were markedly depleted of VSVG (six-to eightfold), in agreement with the findings of Martínez-Menárguez et al. (2001) , who report an even more dramatic depletion of VSVG in Golgi vesicles. Such a degree of exclusion is difficult to reconcile with a role of vesicles as VSVG carriers (although, again, not theoretically incompatible with such a role; for instance, extremely fast shuttling of partially depleted vesicles might suffice to support VSVG intra-Golgi transport). Thus, when taken separately, each of the above two lines of evidence represent strong but not conclusive proof against Golgi vesicles as carriers; combined, they make the possibility of a major role of such vesicles in anterograde transport of VSVG extremely unlikely.
VSVG is not the only reported example of cargo exclusion from Golgi vesicles in living cells. Albumin and apolipoprotein E are depleted in Golgi vesicles in hepatocytes (Dahan et al., 1994) , the ssHRP chimera is excluded in COS-7 Golgi vesicles (this paper) and scales (even scales so small in size that they could easily fit into vesicles) are excluded from vesicles in the algal cell Scherfelia dubia (Becker et al., 1995) . An exception appears to be proinsulin, which is present in vivo in vesicles at concentrations comparable to those in cisternae (Orci et al., 1997) . Thus, it is possible that a class of secretory proteins might be transported via Golgi vesicles.
Nature of the transport mechanism
What is then the transport mechanism for VSVG and PC-I? Clearly, as discussed above, our results are inconsistent with the anterograde vesicular traffic model. They are also hard to reconcile with the traffic-via-continuities scheme in its simplest form, which envisions a key role for cargo flow across adjacent stacks in the ribbon (Mironov et al., 1997 . This is based on two considerations: first, it is difficult to imagine large PC-I aggregates flowing along the Golgi at the same rate as VSVG, and, second, at least under the smallpulse protocol, VSVG can traverse the Golgi without diffusing along the Golgi ribbon (Fig. 8) . Notably, the latter data do not exclude the possibility of diffusion of VSVG within the Golgi (indeed, this has been observed by Storrie et al., in 1994 and by ourselves, using large load protocols; unpublished data); however, they do tend to rule out long range cargo diffusion along the ribbon as a fundamental feature of intra-Golgi transport.
In contrast, the cisternal maturation model is compatible with most of the available evidence so far both in vivo (Introduction; Wooding and Pelham, 1998; Morin-Ganet et al., 2000) , and in vitro (Love et al., 1998; Lanoix et al., 1999) . Nevertheless, it is important to note that although a central feature of this model (i.e., progression of cargo without dissociation from cisternae) has been verified in our experiments, many of its elements as popularized in several reviews remain hypothetical. For instance, we do not know (if indeed the classical maturation scheme applies) how the retrograde traffic of enzymes is regulated, or how incoming IC membranes would be added to the stack at the cis pole and, finally, how membranes may be removed from the trans side at corresponding rates.
Thus, other traffic models cannot be excluded at this time. For example, intra-Golgi traffic could begin with the fusion of GM130-positive cargo-containing IC elements with the cis cisterna, forming a new mixed compartment from which, later, the GM130-positive membrane would be segregated and retrieved back into the IC (Marra et al., 2001) ; the same sequence of events (fusion, mixing, and resegregation) could occur again at each transfer step. Of note, this scheme has features of the maturation model, and includes a role for transient short range membrane continuities (Mellman and Simons, 1992; Mironov et al., 1997 Mironov et al., , 1998 .
In conclusion, this report, by showing that both small diffusible and large supramolecular cargoes can traverse the Golgi without leaving the lumen of cisternae, puts new constraints on our way of thinking about biosynthetic traffic. More work using the sort of concepts and approaches applied here will hopefully help further elucidate the organization of the secretory pathway.
Materials and methods
Cells, treatments, DNA constructs, antibodies, and reagents
Human skin fibroblasts, a gift from Dr. M. De Luca (Instituto Dermopatico Dell'Immacolata, Rome, Italy), were cultured in DME with 10% calf serum, and stimulation of PC-I synthesis was achieved by incubating in DME containing 1% adult calf serum without AA for at least 3 h. Transfections were carried out by electroporation (1 g cDNA per 2 ϫ 10 5 cells, V ϭ 380 v, C ϭ 850 F) and infections with ts045-VSV, as previously described . For traffic synchronization, cells were infected with ts045-VSV at 32ЊC or transfected with VSVG-GFP or ssHRP, a gift from Dr. D. Cutler (Medical Research Center, London, UK), by electroporation and held at 40ЊC for 12 h, shifted to 32ЊC, and then treated as described in Fig. 1 and text.
The following antibodies were used: rabbit polyclonal antibodies against GM130, a gift from Dr. M.A. De Matteis (Mario Negri Sud Institute, Chieti, Italy); the COOH-terminal peptide of the ␣-1 chain of PC-I, a gift from Dr. L.W. Fisher (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD); GT, and the lumenal domain of VSVG, a gift from Dr. K. Simons (Max Planck Institute, Dresden, Germany); a sheep polyclonal antibody against TGN46, a gift from Dr. S. Ponnambalam (Leeds University, Leeds, UK); and monoclonal antibodies against the helical portion of PC-I (Fuij Chemical Industries), the lumenal domain of VSVG (17.2.21.4), a gift from Dr. J. Gruenberg (University of Geneva, Geneva, Switzerland), giantin, a gift from Dr. H.-P. Hauri (University of Basel, Basel, Switzerland), and the cytosolic tail of VSVG (P5D4) (Sigma-Aldrich). Nanogold-conjugated Fab fragments of anti-rabbit IgG and Gold Enhancer were from Nanoprobes (Yaphank). Protein A conjugated with colloidal gold was from Dr. J. Slot (Utrecht University, Utrecht, Netherlands). Anti-rabbit, anti-mouse, and anti-sheep antibodies conjugated with Alexa 488, Alexa 546, and Alexa 633 were from Molecular Probes. Unless otherwise noted, all other chemicals and reagents were obtained from previous sources (Bonfanti et al., 1998; Polishchuk et al., 2000) or from Sigma-Aldrich.
Immunofluorescence, measurement of the degree of colocalization of immunofluorescent proteins, and GFP-based time-lapse analysis
Immunofluorescence experiments and GFP-based time-lapse analysis were performed by laser scanning confocal microscopy as described . To quantify the degree of colocalization between VSVG and the Golgi markers in Fig. 3 , a pair of proteins was labeled in each experiment. Cargo proteins (VSVG and PC-I) and Golgi markers (GM130, GT, and TGN46) (Fig. 3) were labeled with CY3 (red) and Alexa 488 (green), respectively. Optical sections passing through the area with the highest labeling intensity for cargo proteins were acquired using an LSM 510 laser scanning confocal microscope (Zeiss), without subtraction of background and with a pinhole size optimized to have all intensity values between 1 and 254 (linear range). Sampling of cells was performed randomly, and only the Golgi area was used. To quantify the level of colocalization, the scatter diagram function of the LSM software was used. Only the spots labeled for cargo (Fig. 3) were considered. In each cargocontaining pixel, the intensity of the appropriate Golgi marker was measured. Colocalization was considered positive if the intensity of the Golgi marker fluorescence was not more than twofold higher or twofold lower than the intensity of the cargo fluorescence in the same pixel. Because fluorescence intensities depend on labeling conditions, in each experiment conditions were calibrated to give a VSVG/marker ratio close to one (1) in the spots where colocalization was obviously occurring. All samples were processed equally and evaluated in a blind fashion. Similar levels of laser power ‫)%52ف(‬ and detector amplification were used for both channels. The percentage of colocalization-positive pixels was then estimated.
Conventional and correlative EM, immuno-EM, and morphometry
